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Feedback form for Postgraduate  Research Students 

 

Wayamba University of Sri Lanka is seeking always to improve the educational experience of our students. Please 

help us by completing this Postgraduate Research Student Feedback form. Your response will help to improve the 

general experience for students in future. 

Department:      

Faculty :      

Degree Program:    

Mode of Registration 
(Full time or Part time): 

 
Date:  

 

Indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements  

(1=completely disagree; 5=completely agree) with a cross (x) 

 

Student  1  2  3  4  5  

1. You had clear aims and objectives of your study.            
2. You were able to complete  weekly/monthly work agreed with the supervisor.           
3. You arranged weekly/monthly meetings with the supervisor            
4. Meetings with the supervisor happens rarely           
5. You made a strong effort to complete the research           
6. You submitted the progress reports on time.           
7. Your confidence on research gradually increased during the program.            
8. You got every opportunity to present your research in different forums.           

 

Supervision  1  2  3  4  5  

1. The supervisor trusted your ability.            
2. The supervisor seemed to enjoy guiding you.            
3. The supervisor was understanding.            
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4. The supervisor provided helpful feedback.            
5. The supervisor had up to date expertise on the topic of your research.            
6. The supervisor provided helpful guidance in overcoming problems associated with your work.            
7. The supervisor was accessible for consultations.            
8. The supervisor regularly monitored your progress in regard of the project deadlines.            
9. The supervisor promptly returned drafts of your written work.            
10. The supervisor encouraged to present your research in different forums.           

 

Administration  1  2  3  4  5  

1.The Faculty provided the required physical resources on time.            
2. Approvals and recommendations were given quickly.           
3. Financial process of purchasing items/equipment were sufficiently quick.            
4. You were provided relevant information about the program at the registration.           
5. Payments or re-imbursements done on time.           

 

What aspects of the training could be improved? 

  

  

  

  

 

 

Any other comment: 

  

  

 

 

 
 


